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JEANKNEE
Thanks for sharing the thought from the log time Sparker. I continue to find the results of your
project interesting and am doing some catch up.
1845 days ago

v

GINIEMIE
SP is like life, God sends someone your way to fill a gap or heal a wound that needs it. Then

v
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Where have all my old friends gone? Day 10
Tuesday, May 17, 2016
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Each day of this project a new question pops into my head. Of course, I still want to know the results -
active vs inactive/missing, but today I was wondering about the "old timers." 
 
Some sparkers have been here longer than I have and I consider myself a real veteran. 
 
At this point my "Longevity Award" goes to a sparker who just passed his 11th Spark Anniversary. 
He joined in April 2005. We haven't interacted in a long time so I won't include his name. He hasn't
blogged in 7 months but his page shows activity. 
 
His last blog post included this: 
"Who can I encourage today? We can plan for tomorrow, but we can only act today. Who can I extend
love to on this journey, in this moment, now?" 
 
His lovely thoughts encouraged ME 
Not just on my spark journey but in real life as well. 
 
Now for the daily data 
 
9 Active & 11 Inactive/Missing - That's 45% still here 
 
Summary so far: 
 
86 out of 170 are still active - 51% 
 
Note: I'll post the full statistics once a week. 
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sometimes they get to stay around and see how the seeds the scattered/nourished or watered is
growing other times they need to move on.
PRNCSCUP1-2FULL has a good idea. We should all take care to have someone alert our friends

if something serious happens.    

   
1850 days ago

DOVESEYES
wonderful !!!
1851 days ago

v

ONEKIDSMOM
Amen... encouragement is a gift that gives back! When I lift up someone else, I also lift myself!

 for sharing your long-timer Spark friend's thought!
1851 days ago

v

LIVEDAILY
Your Spark Friend had a lovely thought indeed! It's what any of us do on a daily basis when we
interact with our spark friends, don't you think?

 
1851 days ago

v

CD16609042

 up to my friend. That's a lot of hard work you are putting on yourself.
1851 days ago

v

PHOENIX1949
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PRNCSCUP1-2FULL
Don't know if I already said this or not.... But, instructed my hubby on how to let my Spark
friends know if anything ever happens to me that prevents me from Sparking! You know... Serious
illness or death! I've missed some of your updates, but will try to catch up!
1852 days ago

v

PHEBESS
I'm so enjoying your research into this!
1852 days ago

v

CD4114015
I ditto most of what Mirage said...I'm NEVER leavin'! LOVe these blogs!
1852 days ago

v

MIRAGE727
Interesting. I've been here since Oct 2009. I'm continuously reading your blogs, and just
noticed I hadn't "officially" been your friend...until today!

 
Not only am I still here but just celebrated a maintaining milestone!

 
I'm never leavin'! SparkPeople is one of my healthy lifestyle habits!

 
Stay Strong!
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Add Your Comment to the Blog Post
Leave encouragement, a question, or anything else relevant to this post. All blog comments must abide by
SparkPeople's Community Guidelines. 

 Subscribe to this blog  

Disclaimer: Weight loss results will vary from person to person. No individual result should be seen as a typical
result of following the SparkPeople program.

CD13202979
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DOLLYMELISSA
Maybe they are busy? Have a great day
1852 days ago

v
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